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Design boards are approximately 8", 12", and 16" square

These cute little design boards are such handy tools.
They allow you to lay out your block or project to
audition fabrics and colors before you start sewing. They
also help you keep all the pieces of a block facing the
correct way as you sew and press.

Check out my latest patterns and other info at
alittlecrispy.com or follow me on Instagram
@CrispyKristin. For questions or comments, please
contact me at kristin@alittlecrispy.com.

They are much more portable than a large design wall
and are perfect for intricate blocks or bringing a stack
of pre-prepared blocks to a retreat! If you make several
boards you can lay out your entire quilt, one block per
board, and then sew the blocks on the stack of boards
without having to get up and down, taking pieces from
your design wall as you sew.

Fabric

As a bonus they are hand washable if they get dirty.
They will last you many years and many, many quilts!

If you choose different fabrics for your front and back
(e.g. white and gray), then your design boards will be
reversible and great to use with light or dark blocks.

You can choose to make any one of the three different
sizes I describe, or you can make them any size you like:

You will need the fabrics listed in the table below.
Fabrics can be quilting-weight or Home Dec. weight
cotton or linen for most pieces. The quantities below
assume that you're using fabric that is 42" wide from
selvage to selvage unless otherwise specified.

 Bitty board (8" square), for 4" and 6" blocks

Materials

 Basic board (12" square) for 8", 9", and 10" blocks

You will need for this project:

 Burly board (16" square) for 12" and 14" blocks

Getting started
This pattern assumes that you have basic sewing and
quilting knowledge. It does not provide directions for
basic techniques.

 Standard sewing supplies such as a sewing
machine, thread, iron, Hera marker or air soluble
marking pen, Clover Wonder Clips, rotary cutter,
and rulers.
 (Optional, but recommended) Fabric basting glue
such as Roxanne Glue Baste-it.
 Fine weight threads that match your design board
and binding fabric(s).

Fabric

Bitty (8")

Basic (12")

Burly (16")

100% cotton flannel, Polyester Ultrasuede, or any other
plain fabric for Front and Back

(2) 8" squares/
1
/4 yard

(2) 12" squares/
1
/3 yard

(2) 16" squares/
1
/2 yard

Woven fusible interfacing (such as Pellon Shape-Flex
SF101) (20" wide) if using a lightweight fabric for the
Front and Back

(2) 8" squares/
1
/4 yard

(2) 12" squares/
2
/3 yard

(2) 16" squares/
1 yard

Ultra heavy double-sided fusible stabilizer
(Pellon Peltex 72F) (20" wide), can use scraps instead.

(2) 8" squares/
1
/4 yard

(2) 12" squares/
2
/3 yard

(2) 16" squares/
1 yard

Quilting-weight cotton fabric for binding

< 1/8 yard

< 1/8 yard

< 1/8 yard
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Cut your fabrics

Quilt your design board

All measurements include seam allowances.

If you're using quilting weight fabrics, then before
you cut your fabric you'll need to fuse woven fusible
interfacing to the wrong side of Front and Back pieces.
This step is not listed in the assembly instructions. If you
are using Home Dec weight or flannel fabrics you don't
need to add interfacing.

Cut Bitty

Basic

Burly

Front

1

81/2" sq.

121/2" sq.

161/2" sq.

Back

1

81/2" sq.

121/2" sq.

161/2" sq.

Ultra heavy
fusible stabilizer

2

8" sq.

12" sq.

16" x 16"

Binding (bias or
straight cut)

1

11/2"x 34" 11/2"x 50" 11/2"x 66"

Because of the double-sided fusible stabilizer, quilting
your design board is totally optional, but it does make
it look pretty! It's up to you whether you quilt your
design board or not. The design boards on the cover are
quilted in 30 degree diamonds. Below is how to quilt
this pattern, but any quilting pattern you like will work
just fine!

1

With a ruler and Hera or air-soluble marker, mark a
cross-hatch or other pattern on either the Front or
the Back piece (whichever is lighter is easiest):

a

If you have scraps of the Ultra heavy fusible stabilizer,
you can combine them together to make a board as well.
Just make sure that the two layers don't have any seams
in common that create a weak spot. If you'd like, you can
zigzag stitch pieces together to keep them secure. This
is a great way to use up odds and ends!

First you'll fuse, then quilt, then bind your design board.
The finished sizes of the design board are just under
8" x 8" (Bitty), 12" x 12" (Basic), and 16" x 16" (Burly).

2

b

Make a sandwich with your design board fabrics
and stabilizer: Start with the Back right side
down, then two layers of ultra heavy duty fusible
stabilizer, and then the Front right side up.
If you only have single-sided fusible, face the
fusible sides of the stablizer towards the Front and
Back pieces. If you'd like, you can place a piece of
Wonder-Web between the two layers of stabilizer.
If you choose to not use the Wonder-Web, you'll
need to at least minimally quilt your design board
to keep the layers together.
Fuse the sandwich together from both sides, taking
your time to ensure the layers are well bonded.
Use lots of steam to help them bond well.
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Move the ruler over 1" (Bitty), 11/2" (Basic), or
2" (Burly), and mark another line.
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Sew the design board

Line up the 30 degree line with the left edge
of the fabric, and then mark a line across the
fabric.

30

c

Continue in this way in both
directions from your original
marked line until you have a
series of lines angled in one
direction across the Front
piece.
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d

To make the opposing lines, line up the other
30 degree line with the left edge. Mark a line,
and move the ruler over as for the previous
direction. Continue marking lines in this way
until the entire surface has a diamond pattern
on it.

Bind your design board
You'll bind your design board with a single-fold binding.
A single-fold binding is a little easier to apply to a small
piece and it is much less bulky. The instructions below
have you finish the binding by machine as it is fairly
difficult to hand stitch through the design board.

1
30
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3

4

Layer the Front and Back pieces, wrong/stabilizer
sides together. Glue baste or clip the layers
together.

2
3

If needed, trim your design board layers so the
edges are even. Trim your binding to the correct
length: carefully lay your binding strip smoothly
along and aligned with each edge around your
board and overlap the ends by 1/2".
Place the short ends of your binding right sides
together and stitch them together with a matching
thread and short stitch length (1.8 mm, or about
17 stitches per inch). Be careful not to form a twist
in your binding loop.
Attach your binding loop to the side of your design
board that more closely matches the lightness of
the binding with a 1/4" seam, mitering the corners as
follows:

a
Lengthen your stitch length to at least 3 mm
(7 stitches per inch), and quilt across one of the
marked lines near the center from edge to edge. If
the board is too large to fit through the throat of
your machine, start quilting at the edge instead of
the center and as you get to the middle, curl up the
board a bit on the sewn lines only to make it fit.

Line up the seam of the binding with the
lower left edge of the design board, and start
sewing your binding to the design board with
a 1/4" seam a couple of inches after the seam.
You'll sew over the seam in the binding right
at the end of attaching the binding in case
you need to adjust the length.
Stop stitching 1/4" from the first corner. Lift
your presser foot, pivot your design board,
and stitch diagonally into the corner and off
the edge. Cut your threads and remove the
design board from the machine.

Quilt the remaining marked lines. Do all of the
lines in one direction before moving to the other
direction.
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b

d

Fold the binding to the left, away from the left
edge, making a crease at a 45 degree angle
with the corner. This crease is made easier by
the 45 degree angle stitches you did when you
sewed off the edge. Press this line with your
fingers or an iron.

Repeat for the other edges and corners until
you get to the middle of the second last side.
Test to see if your binding is going to be the
correct length by laying it out along where
it will be sewn. If your binding is too long,
increase the seam allowance at the join before
sewing the last side.
When sewing the last side, make sure to keep
the binding distributed evenly so that you
don't get a pucker at the end of the seam.

c

Fold the binding over and back to the right,
making a vertical crease that lines up with the
left side raw edge as shown below. Line up the
next few inches of your binding with the top
edge of the design board, and start sewing off
the edge in the corner.

4

5

Press the binding out all the way around with your
iron set to Polyester if you're using ultrasuede. Be
careful not to melt the utrasuede on either side.
Flip the design board over.

Optional: Press the binding so that the raw edge
is folded over to meet the raw edge of the design
board as much as possible with an iron (you won't
quite be able to do this in the corners).
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6

7

Wrap the binding around the raw edge of the
design board, folding as you go if you skipped step
5, and glue baste or clip it in place. Make sure that
the folded edge of the binding extends past the
stitching line that is securing the binding to the
design board.

Finish the topstitching around all four sides and
you're done. Enjoy!

Miter the corners: As you work towards a corner,
first fold the next edge up, then come back and fold
the current edge up and over. Fiddle with the folds
a bit until you get a nice, neat miter in the corner.
Glue baste or clip the miter in place.

Second
First

8

Thread your machine with a fine thread (Aurifil 50
weight, or another thread that is 50 or 60 weight)
that very closely matches your binding in the spool,
and closely matches the backing fabric in the
bobbin.
Topstitch the binding down with a long stitch length
very close to the edge of the binding. Go very, very
slowly and make sure that your stitching is straight
and even.
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